The technical advance from the retinal camera to the digital scanning laser ophthalmoscope was a quantum leap forward.34 While the retinal camera images all points of the retinal region simultaneously or in parallel, the SLO images the region of the retina point by point. This permits observation of the retina with a lower light illumination intensity, permits video rate imaging in reflected light or fluorescence, and shows increased contrast due to the reduc-! tion in stray light and scatter from out of the focal plane. The laser which is used for illumination can employ monochromatic light from the visible to the near infrared spectrum. This avoids chromatic aberration. The use of the SLO for fluorescein angiography to study the retinal circulation, and for indocyanine green angiography to investigate the choroidal circulation is a major step towards understanding the blood flow in the retina.>' In addition, the pigments in the normal and diseased retina can be quantitated with the SLO by reflectometry."'0
Observation of the retina provides the observer with a sneak view of the central nervous system. Where else can one observe neural tissue over periods of weeks or even years? However, simply looking into the eye does not reveal the retina. Leeuwenhoek fluorescence, and shows increased contrast due to the reduc-! tion in stray light and scatter from out of the focal plane. The laser which is used for illumination can employ monochromatic light from the visible to the near infrared spectrum. This avoids chromatic aberration. The use of the SLO for fluorescein angiography to study the retinal circulation, and for indocyanine green angiography to investigate the choroidal circulation is a major step towards understanding the blood flow in the retina.>' In addition, the pigments in the normal and diseased retina can be quantitated with the SLO by reflectometry."'0
The major problems with the SLO are its limited lateral depth resolution and the aberrations of the eye, while some optical modifications to the SLO have been reported which result in narrow optical section imaging." 2 The next breakthrough in SLO imaging ofthe retina will be instruments that measure the optical aberrations ofthe cornea and the lens and correct the optics of the SLO for each individual eye. Then we will truly see the retina. 
